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Abstract

Sometimes one wants a sample from an unknown distribution. We
call a realization, without any errors, of a random variable with such
a distribution, a perfect sample. If one have an ergodic �nite Markov
chain which has this wanted distribution as its unique stationary dis-
tribution, then with Propp-Wilson's method, coupling from the past,
one can get such a perfect sample. It's attained by running the er-
godic Markov chain, generated by randomly iterated functions, from
a distant past into the present. A perfect sample is found if one in
a realization encounters a composition of functions giving a constant
value of the iterates from that point and backwards in time.

Usually one doesn't give much notice to these constant functions,
more than knowing that they exist and sooner or later will occur, and
that when one has been encountered, one will get a perfect sample.
The purpose of this thesis is to explore the possibilities of �nding and
collecting these constant functions and using them in order to, perhaps
in a easier and less computationally-demanding way, obtaining perfect
samples.

We've chosen the Ising model to be the model under which we
will study this idea of �nding and collecting constant functions. The
calculations and simulations have been done in MATLAB.
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1 Introduction

In this thesis we study the possibilities of improving Propp-Wilson's method,
coupling from the past, a method used to �nd error-less realizations of a
random variable with a given distribution. These so called perfect samples
are found by using an ergodic Markov chain, having this given distribution as
it unique stationary distribution. Propp-Wilson's method works in the way
that the ergodic Markov chain is generated by random iterations of functions,
starting in a distant past and run into the present. If a composition of the
generated functions backwards in time gives a constant value to the chain,
i.e. if the composed function is constant, then it doesn't matter what have
happened before this composition of functions, since no matter what, we
always get the same value at time 0.

As the method coupling from the past is used today, one usually doesn't
care about how these constant functions look like or how they can be used,
at least not more than that one knows that they exist and that they are the
reason that coupling from the past leads to perfect samples. The possible
improvements presented in this thesis, consist of collecting these constant
functions and using them so that it will become easier to �nd perfect samples.

In Section 2 we introduce some fundamental de�nitions and notations of
Markov chains and Propp-Wilson's method, coupling from the past, crucial
for understanding the subject of this thesis.

In Section 3 we go on and describe the two methods we have developed,
their pros and cons and certain properties they have that can be useful for
some models and less useful for others. The main result of the thesis is the
second method, which is found in Section 3.2.

Finally in Section 4 these methods are studied by using the Ising model,
a well-studied model in this �eld, as a test-model. Most of this work has been
done by using MATLAB and therefore some MATLAB-code is attached in
the appendix.
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2 De�nitions and Notations

2.1 Markov chains

A discrete time Markov chain is a sequence of random variables, having the
Markov property.

The Markov property is the property that the future values of the process,
if conditioning on all previously obtained values, is only dependent on the
last of the previously obtained values.

A bit more formally, let {Xn} be a a discrete time stochastic process with
�nite state space S = {x1, x2, . . . , xM} the set of possible values the process
can attain, for notational convenience here identi�ed with {1, 2, . . . ,M} the
set of integers from 1 to M . If the Markov property

P (Xn+1 = j|Xn = i,Xn−1 = in−1, . . . , X1 = i1) = P (Xn+1 = j|Xn = i)

holds, then {Xn} is said to be a Markov chain.
If

P (Xn+1 = j|Xn = i) = P (Xm+1 = j|Xm = i) ∀n,m ∈ Z

also holds, then the Markov chain is said to be time-homogeneous.
Time-homogeneous Markov chains are characterized by their transition-

probabilities between states in S, de�ned by

pi,j := P (Xn+1 = j|Xn = i)

for any states i, j ∈ S. All of these probabilities of going from one state in
S to another, can be collected in a so called transition-probability-matrix,
denoted P , a matrix where the element on row i and column j is the prob-
ability previously mentioned. This way, knowing which state the sequence
presently is in, we know which row in the matrix to look at to �nd the prob-
abilities for what the next value of the sequence will be. For a Markov chain
with |S| = M

P =


p1,1 p1,2 · · · p1,M

p2,1 p2,2 · · · p2,M
...

...
. . .

...
pM,1 pM,2 · · · pM,M

 .

A Markov chain is said to be irreducible if it's possible to go from any
state i ∈ S to any other state j ∈ S, in some numbers of steps. Formally, if

∀i, j ∈ S ∃ n > 0 : p
(n)
i,j := P (Xn = j|X0 = i) > 0.
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State i ∈ S is aperiodic if

gcd{n : P (Xn = i|X0 = i) > 0} = 1.

A Markov chain is said to be aperiodic if all states in S are aperiodic.
A state is positive recurrent if the expected number of steps for returning

to itself is �nite. Formally, if

E(Ti) <∞ where Ti = inf{k ≥ 1 : Xk = i|X0 = i}.

A Markov chain is said to be positive recurrent if all states in S are positive
recurrent. It is well known that all irreducible, aperiodic Markov chains with
�nite state space are positive recurrent.

A Markov chain is said to be ergodic if it is irreducible, aperiodic and
positive recurrent.

In this thesis only ergodic time-homogeneous discrete time Markov chains
will be considered and therefore in the rest of the thesis we will only write
ergodic Markov chain when meaning the above, if nothing else is said explic-
itly.

Each ergodic Markov chain has a unique stationary distribution, denoted
π, where

πj =
∑
i∈S

πipi,j or equivalently πP = π (1)

where P is the transition-probability-matrix and πi is the i:th element of the
vector π.

By the Markov chain convergence theorem

lim
n→∞

p
(n)
i,j = πj ∀ i, j ∈ S (2)

or equivalently
lim
n→∞

Pn = 1π

where 1 is the column-vector, of same length as π, only containing ones. The
stationary distribution π can thus be interpreted as the long-run distribution
of the Markov chain.

One can �nd the exact values of the elements of π by solving the equation-
system one gets in (1), or if that is practically impossible, one can �nd
approximate values by taking P to the power of a su�ciently large number
n.

Consider that one knows that one got a Markov chain and its associated
transition-probability-matrix P , but because of some reason(s) can't calcu-
late the stationary distribution π, e.g. it can be because |S| is very large.
If despite this, it's important to get a sample from π, one could e.g. get
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an approximate sample by starting with some arbitrary state in S and run
the Markov chain for a large number of steps before collecting the sample.
This only leads to an approximate sample from π though and it is di�cult
to know how big the error is and when to stop the Markov chain.

Therefore one needs a better method to �nd such a sample. One such
method is presented in the next section.

2.2 Coupling from the past

The Propp-Wilson method, coupling from the past, is a method which gives
you a perfect sample from a ergodic Markov chain's stationary distribution,
π, even if it's unknown. With a perfect sample of a certain distribution,
we mean an error-less realization of a random variable with that certain
distribution.

Instead of using P to choose which next value the chain will take, we may
de�ne random maps f : S → S, with the property that for every s ∈ S, f(s)
will be distributed according to the transition-probabilities of P , that is

P (f(i) = j) = pi,j ∀i, j ∈ S.

It is a well known fact that such a representation exists.
We now de�ne ft, where t ∈ Z, to be the function used at time t. Every

ft is independent and identically distributed copies of f .
In the search for a perfect sample from π, the approximate approach

described in the end of the previous section, section 2.1, would with this
representation be a realization of Fn0 (s), where

F t2t1 (s) :=

{
ft2−1 ◦ ft2−2 ◦ . . . ft1+1 ◦ ft1(s) if t2 > t1
s if t2 = t1

by choosing an arbitrary s ∈ S and a large n.
More generally, since

P (Xn = j|X0 = i) = P (Fn0 (i) = j) = P (F 0
−n(i) = j) (3)

one can instead of starting in the present (t = 0) and ending in the far future
(t >> 0), start in the far past (t << 0) and end in the present, i.e. one can
study {F 0

−n(i)}∞n=0 instead of {Fn0 (i)}∞n=0 when interested in properties of π.
Let us de�ne

T = inf{n : F 0
−n(i) is independent of i}, (4)

and suppose that

P (T <∞) = 1. (5)
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It follows that the random constant function F 0
−T := F 0

−T (i) is π-distributed.
This can be seen, since if n > T , then

F 0
−n(i) = F 0

−T ◦ F−T−n (i) = F 0
−T

and therefore

F 0
−n(i)

a.s.−−→ F 0
−T ,

and by taking limits in (3) we see that F 0
−T is π-distributed.

In the coupling from the past-method for perfect sampling, one generates
a composition of functions F 0

−t̄(s) for some t̄ and calculates its iterates to

�nd out if it is independent of s. If it is, then F 0
−t̄ is a realization of F 0

−T and
a perfect sample from π. We call such compositions of functions constant
functions, because they always give the same constant value. We often skip
the ending part, (s), when writing them.

If F 0
−t̄(s) isn't a constant function, one can for practical reasons increase

t̄ by some rule, e.g. doubling, instead of just increasing t̄ with one, and
examine if this leads to a constant function, and so on until it does. One
must though make sure to keep the already generated functions (F 0

−t̄old(s))

when increasing t̄ and only generate the new functions (F−t̄old−t̄new(s)) needed
to proceed, since generating an all new set of functions when increasing t̄,
would not result in a perfect sample.

For all ergodic Markov chains it can be proven that there exists a repre-
sentation such that (5) holds, therefore the method, coupling from the past,
works for all ergodic Markov chains.

If the states in S can be partially ordered with a smallest and largest
state 0̂ and 1̂ and all representing random maps f : S → S are monotone,
then it su�ces to show that

F 0
−t̄(0̂) = F 0

−t̄(1̂) (6)

in order to prove that the realization F 0
−t̄ is constant.
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3 Methods for checking coupling from the past

3.1 Method 1

The �rst method consist of collecting if not all, then at least the most prob-
able, of all the constant functions in their fully reduced form. With fully
reduced form of a constant function we mean the shortest form of the com-
position of functions so that it still gives a constant value. Knowing that

F−t2−t3

is a constant function, one can always add functions both before and after
it and the result

F−t1−t4 = F−t1−t2 ◦ F
−t2
−t3 ◦ F

−t3
−t4

would also be a constant function. The part after (in this case F−t1−t2 ) is always
easy to ignore when collecting constant functions, because when calculating
iterates from the past and to the present, one just stops when realizing that
the process is constant for the �rst time, in this case at time −t2. The part
before is not as easy to �nd in a simple way. Having the composition F−t2−t4 ,

one can start by ignoring f−t4 , the innermost function, and see if F−t2−(t4−1) is

a constant function. Then one proceeds in the same manner until F t2−(t4−n)
isn't a constant function any longer, then one has gone one step too far and
knows that F t2−(t4−n+1) is the fully reduced form of the constant function.
From now on we will write FRCF when meaning fully reduced constant
function.

3.1.1 Description of the method

If the set of FRCFs was �nite and one had collected them all, one could when
in the need of a perfect sample, start to generate a function F 0

−t, with t equal
to the length of the shortest collected FRCFs. By the length of a FRCF we
mean the number of functions composed together to get the FRCF. Then
one could start by comparing f−t with the innermost part, see (7), of every
FRCF A, with length nA ≤ t. For the FRCFs that agree with f−t, one
continues by comparing f−(t−1) with their second innermost function. One
continues in the same manner until either no FRCF agree with the generated
function, or until a FRCF agrees fully. In the former case, one generates one
more step from the past and adds it to F 0

−t and starts over with F 0
−(t+1).

In the latter case, one knows that F 0
−t is a realization of F 0

−T and that this
is a perfect sample. If one has collected and stored the constant value, k,
of the FRCF one has found, one can then start iterating where the FRCF
ends to �nd the perfect sample. With this method one would never have
to go further back in time than necessary to �nd a perfect sample, and no
iterations would actually have to be calculated before one is sure to have
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found a FRCF in a realization.

Generated function: f−1 ◦ f−2 ◦ . . . ◦ f−t

Collected con. fun.: f1,1 ◦ f1,2 ◦ . . . ◦ f1,n1

f2,1 ◦ f2,2 ◦ . . . ◦ f2,n2

...
...

...
...

fn,1 ◦ fn,2 ◦ . . . ◦ fn,nn
↑ ↑

outermost innermost
function function

(7)

3.1.2 Properties of the method

In many models, e.g. the Ising model, the number of FRCFs are huge or
even in�nite. For those models it isn't feasible to collect all of the FRCFs.
This method can though be used to some extent for those models as well.

It is, in most cases, more likely that F 0
−n contains a speci�c FRCF of

small length, rather than another speci�c FRCF of larger length. Therefore
it makes sense to concentrate on collecting FRCFs with lengths in the inter-
val [1, C], for some C < ∞, because the ones longer than C are often too
unprobable to be worth collecting. The number of these FRCF is not in�nite
and we would in a theoretical sense be able to collect them all.

When taking the decision if one should collect more FRCFs or not, it
would be of very much interest to know the probability that one of the col-
lected FRCFs will be the one determining the perfect sample of the Markov
chain. That is, for each collected FRCF A, with length nA, we are interested
in �nding

P (F 0
−T can be expressed as F 0

−(T−nA)(A)).

This could be estimated by going through, one by one, all the possi-
ble realizations of F 0

−T where T ≤ D, for some chosen D, where the above
condition is met. This would take a lot of time to do though.

Instead one can calculate the probability pA of generating a certain FRCF
A of length nA, within the next nA steps, by calculating the probability of
generating each function fA,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ nA, which the FRCF A is composed
of.

These probabilities can be used to compare the di�erent FRCFs with
each other and give a way of ordering them. They can also be used together
with the lengths of the FRCFs to give a upper bound of the probability that
none of them will occur within C steps.

We de�ne Xi := # functions needed to be generated until a collected
FRCF of length ≤ i has been generated. We also de�ne
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p≤i =
∑

A:nA≤i
pA (8)

where the sum is taken over all collects FRCFs of length ≤ i. Because of the
fact that each block of arbitrary length k of the function F 0

−t is generated
independent of all other blocks, we de�ne Yi := # blocks of functions of
length i needed to be generated until a collected FRCF of length ≤ i is
generated, then

Yi ∼ Geo(p≤i)

So the total number of functions that would have to be generated, to
get a perfect sample determined by a FRCF of length ≤ i, would be Xi,
but we don't know the distribution of Xi, so we have to settle with that
Xi ≤ iYi. Wanting to know the probability of having to generate more than
C functions, one can calculate

P (Xi > C) ≤ P (Yi > bCi c) = (1− p≤i)b
C
i c.

Then one have the upper bound of the probability that more than C functions
need to be generated until one of the collected FRCFs of length ≤ i is
generated. Note that Xi ≥ T , where T is de�ned in (4), so P (T ≥ C) ≤
P (Xi ≥ C).

Obviously it takes longer and longer time if one wants to collect more and
more FRCFs and therefore one would like to �nd a balance between collecting
enough FRCFs so that one doesn't have to go unnecessarily far back into the
past when comparing to �nd a match, and not collecting unnecessary many
FRCFs so that the time it takes to compare the generated function with all
of the collected FRCFs doesn't take too long.

If one has a model with quite few FRCFs, one can use this method in an
e�cient way. If not, then it is probably not as useful.
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3.2 Method 2

Like in the �rst method, the second method is to collect the most probable of
the past-reduced constant functions. Past-reduced constant functions, from
now on called PCFs, are de�ned similarly as the FRCFs. Knowing that F−t2−t3
is a FRCF, F−t1−t3 = F−t1−t2 ◦ F

−t2
−t3 would be considered an PCF as long as

F−t1−(t3−1) isn't a constant function. One are thought not allowed to generate
functions and add them to the composition before time −t3, therefore the
name past-reduced. Another de�nition is that a function is a PCF if and
only if it is a realization of F 0

−T .
A quantity useful in this method is p∗n, de�ned as

p∗n = P (T ≤ n),

i.e. the probability that a PCF of length ≤ n will determine the perfect
sample when using coupling from the past.

3.2.1 Description of the method

In this method we collect PCFs, or mainly the PCFs probabilities and the
constant value they give, but it is of importance to keep each PCF until one
is �nished collecting them. The method is carried out by �rst following these
3 steps.

1. One chooses a p̃ ∈ (0, 1), to be ones target probability.

2. Then one collects PCFs and calculates the total probability, ptot, that
F 0
−T will be one of the collected PCFs. When one has collected enough

PCFs so that ptot ≥ p̃, then one can stop collecting PCFs.

3. Next one can start to sum up all the probabilities from all PCFs giving
the same value. That way one calculates pj ∀ j ∈ S which is the
probability of generating a PCF giving the value j. Note that

ptot =
∑
j∈S

pj

Now one can discard all of the PCFs and only keep the probabilities
one just calculated.

These quantities, calculated in step 3, can be used to make it easier, to
some extent, for anyone needing a perfect sample and who is using coupling
from the past to �nd it. When using coupling from the past, one might in
practise have a limit L, for how far back in time one is willing or able to
generate functions and calculate iterates to see if they lead to a constant
value. That is, if F 0

−L isn't a constant function, one starts over with brand
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new generated functions instead of calculating from even further back in
time. Below we suggest two ways the calculated quantities can be useful for
anyone using coupling from the past.

(a) If one has L as ones limit and is content with the size of 1 − p∗L, which
we assume is known, the probability of having to go further back in time
than −L to �nd a perfect sample, then the following method can be used
to keep the same probability of not getting a perfect sample at the same
time as lowering the limit L to some L̂; Suppose L̂ is chosen such that

(1− p∗
L̂

)(1− ptot) = (1− p∗L)↔ p∗
L̂

= 1−
(1− p∗L)

(1− ptot)
.

Then one can �rst use coupling from the past, at most L̂ steps back in
time. If a perfect sample isn't found, one generates a random number
r ∈ (0, 1) and if r ≤ ptot one gets some j ∈ S that r corresponds to,
which one then uses to calculate the perfect sample F 0

−L̂(j). If r > ptot
one needs to start over with new generated functions, as before when
F 0
−L wasn't a constant function.

L̂ will be smaller than L and therefore one will not have to work for as
long as before to get each perfect sample, but still get them with the
same probability as before.

(b) If one has L as ones limit, then the probability of not getting a perfect
sample is 1 − p∗L. The following method can, without increasing L,
lower the failure probability to (1 − p∗L)(1 − ptot): First one checks if
the generated realization F 0

−L is a constant function. Next, if F 0
−L isn't

a constant function then one generates a random number r ∈ (0, 1). If
r ≤ ptot one gets some j ∈ S that r corresponds to, which one then
uses to calculate the perfect sample F 0

−L(j). Though if r > ptot, then
one needs to start over with new generated functions to �nd a perfect
sample.

3.2.2 Properties of the method

If one in step 2 knows that one has chosen a p̃ < p∗n, then one only needs to
collect PCFs of at most length n to eventually get a ptot ≥ p̃.

Since every FRCF is a PCF as well, it is easy to see that the number
of PCFs with lengths in the interval [0, C], for some C ∈ N, are greater or
in some rare cases equal to the number of FRCFs with length in the same
interval. Because of this it might be easier and less time-consuming in many
cases to collect FRCFs and from these construct all possible PCFs one can
with lengths in the interval [0, C], but then one needs to �nd a good way to
construct PCFs from FRCFs.
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If one has a model where it is easy to collect (or construct) PCFs, this
method should be quite e�cient as a help to anyone using coupling from the
past. Even if it is very time-consuming to collect all PCFs of lengths in some
closed interval, anyone using coupling from the past to �nd perfect samples is
able, without that much extra work, to collect PCFs each time a composition
of functions which realization is a perfect sample is generated. That way one
could, one PCF at a time, build up a bigger and bigger collection of PCFs
over time. Even a small ptot, can be used to help make things a little easier.
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4 The Ising model

4.1 De�nition

The Ising model is a mathematical model of ferromagnetism, used to simulate
phase-changes in real substances. A phase-change is the transition from one
state to another. Each state of the model consists of elements called spins,
which can be either +1 or −1.

We have chosen to work with the two-dimensional square lattice Ising
model. A state can be described with a matrix or grid of desired size N ×
N,N ∈ N and where each of the N2 elements in the matrix/grid is either
+1 or −1. The dynamics is described in the following way: an element only
interacts with its possible neighbors, i.e. the elements closest above, below,
to the left and right in the grid. E.g. in the 4 × 4 matrix, the neighbors of
the element in row 2 and in column 3, r2c3, is r1c3, r3c3, r2c2 and r2c4, the
neighbors of element r1c1 is r2c1 and r1c2. The state space S consist of all
possible matrices and therefore |S| = 2N

2
.

For each state ξ ∈ S, we de�ne its energy

H(ξ) = −
∑
(i,j)

ξ(i)ξ(j)

where ξ(i) and ξ(j) are the values of ξ at the elements i respectively j in the
grid and the sum is taken over every pair (i, j) where i and j are neighboring
elements in the grid. (i, j) and (j, i) is seen as the same pair and is therefore
only used once. There are 2N(N − 1) such pairs in the N ×N grid.

One always simulate the Ising model under some chosen absolute tem-
perature T. With this T and the energies of all the states it is assumed that
the states are distributed according to the Boltzmann distribution

πξ =
exp(−H(ξ)

T )∑
η∈S exp(−H(η)

T )

where πξ is the probability to be in state ξ ∈ S.
This distribution can be really hard to calculate ifN is large and therefore

one need to use some method to get a perfect sample from π.
By doing the following steps, we can construct an ergodic Markov chain

X, with state space S, having π as its unique stationary distribution. Let
Xn ∈ S be the state of the system at time n, if Xn = ξ then

• The �rst step is to choose an element i in the N × N matrix, i.e.
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N2}, uniformly at random.

• The second step is to let Xn+1(j) = ξ(j) ∀ j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N2} : j 6= i
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• The third step is to choose Xn+1(i) according to the conditional π-
distribution of the value at i, given that all other elements in Xn+1

takes values according to ξ.

The third step is done by �nding the two states ξ+, ξ− ∈ S : ξ+(j) =
ξ−(j) = ξ(j) ∀ j 6= i and where ξ+(i) = 1 and ξ−(i) = −1. Then

P (Xn+1(i) = 1) =
πξ+

πξ+ + πξ−

We don't know the values of πξ+ and πξ− but we can rewrite the expres-
sion of the probability in the following way

πξ+

πξ+ + πξ−
=

πξ+/πξ−

πξ+/πξ− + 1

where

πξ+

πξ−
=

exp(−H(ξ+)
T

)∑
η∈S exp(−H(η)

T
)

exp(−H(ξ−)
T

)∑
η∈S exp(−H(η)

T
)

=
exp(−H(ξ+)

T )

exp(−H(ξ−)
T )

= exp(H(ξ−)−H(ξ+)
T )

and
exp(H(ξ−)−H(ξ+)

T ) = exp( 2
T (i+ξ − i

−
ξ ))

where i+ξ and i−ξ is the number of positive- respectively negative-valued

neighbor-elements i has in any of the con�gurations ξ+ or ξ−. These can be
calculated quite easily in contrast with πξ+ and πξ− .

In order to present this ergodic Markov chain by random iterated func-
tions we can do the following. If Xn = ξ ∈ S and we have chosen i ∈
{1, 2, . . . , N2} uniformly at random, then we choose a s ∈ (0, 1) uniformly
at random and de�ne

Xn+1(i) = f(s,i)(ξ(i)) =

 1 if s <
exp(

2
T (i+ξ −i

−
ξ ))

1+exp(
2
T (i+ξ −i

−
ξ ))

−1 otherwise

(9)

and
Xn+1(j) = f(s,i)(ξ(j)) = ξ(j), if j 6= i

S is partially ordered, where the partial order is de�ned as ξ � η if
ξ(j) ≤ η(j) ∀ j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N2}. It follows that 1̂ ∈ S, the state only
containing 1:s, is the largest state and that 0̂∈S, the state only containing
-1:s, is the smallest state. From construction it also follows that if ξ � η,
then f(s,i)(ξ) � f(s,i)(η). So when using coupling from the past only (6)
needs to be ful�lled to �nd a perfect sample.
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4.2 Applications of method 1

A property of the Ising model, used in Appendix A.2, is that each time one
has found a new FRCF, one has with almost no extra work, actually found
2 new FRCFs. An example for the model with N = 2 and T = 20 is found
below in (10). Looking at the outermost function, see (7), of a certain FRCF
from a model with grid-size N×N , one can see that it was generated because
a certain i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N2} was randomly chosen, and because a randomly
chosen s from the interval (0, 1) was in the interval of either (0, r) or [r, 1),
for some r ∈ (0, 1). For this certain FRCF we may say that s ∈ (0, r), but
it could just as well have been in the other interval, which still would have
made it a FRCF, but one giving another constant value. So each time we
collect a FRCF, we can use it to collect another one immediately as well.

Time : 0 −1 −2 −3 −4
Gen. i : 1 3 4 2
Gen. s : 0.358 0.812 0.683 0.194
Lim.max : 0.500 0.500 0.550 0.550

Lim.min : 0.500 0.450 0.500 0.450
Statemax :

(
1 1
−1 −1

) (
1 1
−1 −1

) (
1 1
1 −1

)
( 1 1

1 1 ) ( 1 1
1 1 )

Statemin :
(

1 1
−1 −1

) (−1 1
−1 −1

) (−1 1
−1 −1

) (−1 1
−1 −1

) (−1 −1
−1 −1

)
(10)

Starting with the max- and min-states of the model at time −4 we generate
i:s and s:s. Lim.max and Lim.min are the boundaries of s from (9) when
starting with the max- respectively the min-state. Statemax and Statemin

is the changing state of the chain when starting in the max- respectively
the min-state. A generated i = 1, 2, 3, 4 corresponds respectively to element
r1c1, r1c2, r2c1, r2c2 in the matrix.

As one can see, the values of Lim.max and Lim.min at time 0 are the same
and therefore it doesn't matter which value s has, it becomes a constant
FRCF in any case. But if s, as opposed to now, would have been in the
interval [0.5, 1), the value of element 1 in Statemax and in Statemin at time
0 would instead have been −1.

In the Ising model, the number of FRCFs is in�nite, so collecting them
all would be impossible. One can though use this method to some extent
anyway, as proposed in 3.1.2.

One can see that the lengths of the FRCF, from an Ising model with grid-
size N×N , is in the interval [N2,∞). Even if one chooses to only collect the
FRCFs in some interval [N2, C], where C <∞, this method isn't especially
suitable for the Ising model, because the number of FRCFs is still huge. E.g.
in the second smallest model, with grid-size 3 × 3, the number of constant
functions of the shortest possible length, 32 = 9, is 9!29 = 185794560.

With some small changes to the code, the program in A.2 can be used
to collect and analyze FRCFs from the Ising model.
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4.3 Applications of method 2

In the Ising model the number of PCFs are huge even if only considering
the ones of relatively short length. The probability of generating a certain
PCF is therefore also really small and the probability rapidly decreases when
looking at PCFs with increasing length. Therefore one needs to collect quite
allot of them to get a total probability of generating one of them to be larger
than p̃, of course depending on how big p̃ is.

One of the great advantages with this method, compared to the �rst
method, is that when one is done collecting the PCFs and have calculated
pξ ∀ξ ∈ S , one doesn't need to keep all of the PCFs any longer. E.g. using
the second smallest Ising model, with grid-size 3 × 3, one has 185794560
FRCFs of length 9 and the number of PCFs of lengths in the interval [9, C],
for some C > 9 is obviously far greater. So �rst we collect a huge amount
of PCFs, but then when we are done collecting and have calculated all the
pξ's, we can discard all of the PCFs and only have roughly the 29 = 512 pξ's
to keep track of.

The property of the Ising model described in 4.2 and (10) also holds when
collecting PCFs, which is a useful property.

The Ising model has many symmetry-properties which can be used to
simplify the collecting of PCFs process by e.g. reducing the amount of PCFs
one needs to collect. One of those properties is one which can be used in
order to only have to collect half as many PCFs as if not using it. The
property is that

∀ ξ ∈ S ∃ η ∈ S : η(i) = −ξ(i) ∀ i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N2} and it follows that πξ = πη

therefore we only need to collect PCFs giving values in

Ŝ ⊂ S where ξ ∈ S also ∈ Ŝ if ξ(1) = 1

This way, after having collected enough PCFs to get a total probability
of generating one of them, that is greater than p̃

2 , one can stop collecting and
calculate pξ ∀ξ ∈ S where pξ = pη if η(i) = −ξ(i).

One question is how usage of many of these symmetry-properties and
other useful properties not mentioned, a�ects the PCFs and how they can
be used to improve the collecting of PCFs and in the longer run, the collecting
of perfect samples. E.g. the property that one can change more than one
element at a time as long as they aren't neighbors, which is really useful
when dealing with a large grid.

This method can as stated in the end of 3.2.2 be used and improved
during the time one collects perfect samples with coupling from the past in
the ordinary way.

The program in A.2 is used to collect and analyze PCFs from the Ising
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model. The program uses coupling from the past to �nd the PCFs and then
saves them, their probabilities and the constant value they give, in a way
which allows one to do deeper explorations of them. The code in A.1 is a
function used by the program in A.2 to �nd estimated values of p∗n for values
of n, used to determine one of the smallest C in the interval [N2, C], used so
that one knows that if one collects PCFs of length in the interval, one will
eventually get a ptot ≥ p̃. It can also be used to �nd approximate values to
p∗L used in method 2.
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Appendices

A MATLAB-Code

A.1 DetermingL

%A program to determing time until a constant function

function [lim] = DetermingL(N,T,p)

again = 1;

againSame = 1;

askIfAgain = 1;

while again == 1;

if exist('N','var') && againSame == 1

askIfAgain = 0;

else

N = input('What is the dimension of the model? \n');

end

if exist('T','var') && againSame == 1

else

T = input('What is the temperature in the model? \n');

end

if exist('p','var') && againSame == 1

else

p = input('What probability are you interested in? \n');

end

L = N^2*10;

NoT = N*300;

c = zeros(1,NoT);

againSame = 1;

while againSame == 1

for j = 1:NoT
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v = randi(N^2,1,L);

s = rand(1,L);

max = ones(1,N^2);

min = -max;

a = 0;

b = 0;

cc = 0;

for i = 1:L

vv = v(i);

ss = s(i);

if (mod(vv,N) ~= 0) && (mod(vv,N) ~= 1) && (vv > N) &&

(vv <= N^2-N)

a = max(vv+1) + max(vv-1) + max(vv-N) + max(vv+N);

b = min(vv+1) + min(vv-1) + min(vv-N) + min(vv+N);

elseif (mod(vv,N) ~= 0) && (mod(vv,N) ~= 1) &&

(vv <= N^2-N)

a = max(vv+1) + max(vv-1) + max(vv+N);

b = min(vv+1) + min(vv-1) + min(vv+N);

elseif (mod(vv,N) ~= 1) && (vv > N) && (vv <= N^2-N)

a = max(vv-1) + max(vv-N) + max(vv+N);

b = min(vv-1) + min(vv-N) + min(vv+N);

elseif (mod(vv,N) ~= 0) && (mod(vv,N) ~= 1) && (vv > N)

a = max(vv+1) + max(vv-1) + max(vv-N);

b = min(vv+1) + min(vv-1) + min(vv-N);

elseif (mod(vv,N) ~= 0) && (vv > N) && (vv <= N^2-N)

a = max(vv+1) + max(vv-N) + max(vv+N);

b = min(vv+1) + min(vv-N) + min(vv+N);

elseif (mod(vv,N) ~= 0) && (vv <= N^2-N)

a = max(vv+1) + max(vv+N);

b = min(vv+1) + min(vv+N);

elseif (mod(vv,N) ~= 1) && (vv <= N^2-N)

a = max(vv-1) + max(vv+N);

b = min(vv-1) + min(vv+N);

elseif (mod(vv,N) ~= 1) && (vv > N)

a = max(vv-1) + max(vv-N);

b = min(vv-1) + min(vv-N);

else

a = max(vv+1) + max(vv-N);

b = min(vv+1) + min(vv-N);

end
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a = exp(2*a/T)/(exp(2*a/T)+1);

b = exp(2*b/T)/(exp(2*b/T)+1);

if ss < a

max(vv) = 1;

else

max(vv) = -1;

end

if ss < b

min(vv) = 1;

else

min(vv) = -1;

end

if max == min

cc = i;

break

else

end

if i == L

cc = L;

else

end

end

c(j) = cc;

end

uni = unique(c);

occ = histc(c, uni);

pro = occ/NoT;

if askIfAgain ~= 0

lim = uni(find(cumsum(pro)>p,1))

againSame = input('Again with the same parameters? 1 for yes,

0 for no \n');

else

lim = uni(find(cumsum(pro)>p,1));

againSame = 0;

end
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end

if askIfAgain ~= 0

again = input('Again with other parameters? 1 for yes,

0 for no \n');

else

again = 0;

end

end

A.2 CollectingFunctions

%A program to collect PCFs and with a few minor changes, FRCFs.

if exist('N','var')

else

N = input('What is the dimension of the model? \n');

end

if exist('T','var')

else

T = input('What is the temperature in the model? \n');

end

if exist('p','var')

else

p = input('What probability are you interested in? \n');

end

L = DetermingL(N,T,p);

pp = 0;

count = 0;

noRows = 400000;

CFv = zeros(noRows,L);

CFs = cell(noRows,1);

CFvalue = zeros(noRows,N^2);
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CFo = zeros(noRows,2);

cf = 1;

while pp < p-0.1

v = randi(N^2,1,L);

s = rand(1,L);

yes = 0;

no = -5;

maybe = L;

a = zeros(1,L);

b = zeros(1,L);

while (yes-no)~= 1 && yes ~= N^2

maxi = ones(1,N^2);

mini = -maxi;

aa = 0;

bb = 0;

for i = maybe:-1:1

vv = v(i);

ss = s(i);

if (mod(vv,N) ~= 0) && (mod(vv,N) ~= 1) && (vv > N)

&& (vv <= N^2-N)

aa = maxi(vv+1) + maxi(vv-1) + maxi(vv-N) + maxi(vv+N);

bb = mini(vv+1) + mini(vv-1) + mini(vv-N) + mini(vv+N);

elseif (mod(vv,N) ~= 0) && (mod(vv,N) ~= 1) && (vv <= N^2-N)

aa = maxi(vv+1) + maxi(vv-1) + maxi(vv+N);

bb = mini(vv+1) + mini(vv-1) + mini(vv+N);

elseif (mod(vv,N) ~= 1) && (vv > N) && (vv <= N^2-N)

aa = maxi(vv-1) + maxi(vv-N) + maxi(vv+N);

bb = mini(vv-1) + mini(vv-N) + mini(vv+N);

elseif (mod(vv,N) ~= 0) && (mod(vv,N) ~= 1) && (vv > N)

aa = maxi(vv+1) + maxi(vv-1) + maxi(vv-N);

bb = mini(vv+1) + mini(vv-1) + mini(vv-N);

elseif (mod(vv,N) ~= 0) && (vv > N) && (vv <= N^2-N)

aa = maxi(vv+1) + maxi(vv-N) + maxi(vv+N);

bb = mini(vv+1) + mini(vv-N) + mini(vv+N);

elseif (mod(vv,N) ~= 0) && (vv <= N^2-N)

aa = maxi(vv+1) + maxi(vv+N);

bb = mini(vv+1) + mini(vv+N);

elseif (mod(vv,N) ~= 1) && (vv <= N^2-N)
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aa = maxi(vv-1) + maxi(vv+N);

bb = mini(vv-1) + mini(vv+N);

elseif (mod(vv,N) ~= 1) && (vv > N)

aa = maxi(vv-1) + maxi(vv-N);

bb = mini(vv-1) + mini(vv-N);

else

aa = maxi(vv+1) + maxi(vv-N);

bb = mini(vv+1) + mini(vv-N);

end

aa = exp(2*aa/T)/(exp(2*aa/T)+1);

bb = exp(2*bb/T)/(exp(2*bb/T)+1);

if ss < aa

maxi(vv) = 1;

else

maxi(vv) = -1;

end

if ss < bb

mini(vv) = 1;

else

mini(vv) = -1;

end

if maxi == mini

yes = maybe;

break

else

end

end

if maxi == mini

else

no = maybe;

end

if yes > 0 && no < 0

maybe = fix((yes+N^2)/2);

elseif yes > 0 && no > 0

maybe = fix((yes+no)/2);

else

no = -1;

end

end
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cc = yes;

if cc ~= 0

for i = cc:-1:1

vv = v(i);

ss = s(i);

if (mod(vv,N) ~= 0) && (mod(vv,N) ~= 1) && (vv > N)

&& (vv <= N^2-N)

aa = maxi(vv+1) + maxi(vv-1) + maxi(vv-N)

+ maxi(vv+N);

bb = mini(vv+1) + mini(vv-1) + mini(vv-N)

+ mini(vv+N);

elseif (mod(vv,N) ~= 0) && (mod(vv,N) ~= 1) &&

(vv <= N^2-N)

aa = maxi(vv+1) + maxi(vv-1) + maxi(vv+N);

bb = mini(vv+1) + mini(vv-1) + mini(vv+N);

elseif (mod(vv,N) ~= 1) && (vv > N) && (vv <= N^2-N)

aa = maxi(vv-1) + maxi(vv-N) + maxi(vv+N);

bb = mini(vv-1) + mini(vv-N) + mini(vv+N);

elseif (mod(vv,N) ~= 0) && (mod(vv,N) ~= 1) && (vv > N)

aa = maxi(vv+1) + maxi(vv-1) + maxi(vv-N);

bb = mini(vv+1) + mini(vv-1) + mini(vv-N);

elseif (mod(vv,N) ~= 0) && (vv > N) && (vv <= N^2-N)

aa = maxi(vv+1) + maxi(vv-N) + maxi(vv+N);

bb = mini(vv+1) + mini(vv-N) + mini(vv+N);

elseif (mod(vv,N) ~= 0) && (vv <= N^2-N)

aa = maxi(vv+1) + maxi(vv+N);

bb = mini(vv+1) + mini(vv+N);

elseif (mod(vv,N) ~= 1) && (vv <= N^2-N)

aa = maxi(vv-1) + maxi(vv+N);

bb = mini(vv-1) + mini(vv+N);

elseif (mod(vv,N) ~= 1) && (vv > N)

aa = maxi(vv-1) + maxi(vv-N);

bb = mini(vv-1) + mini(vv-N);

else

aa = maxi(vv+1) + maxi(vv-N);

bb = mini(vv+1) + mini(vv-N);

end

aa = exp(2*aa/T)/(exp(2*aa/T)+1);

bb = exp(2*bb/T)/(exp(2*bb/T)+1);
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if ss < aa

maxi(vv) = 1;

else

maxi(vv) = -1;

end

if ss < bb

mini(vv) = 1;

else

mini(vv) = -1;

end

a(i) = aa;

b(i) = bb;

end

ccSame = cc;

same = find(CFo(1:cf,1)==cc);

same = [same,same];

if isempty(same) == 0

same2 = find(CFv(same(:,1),cc-ccSame+1) == v(ccSame));

same = [same(same2,2), same(same2,2)];

while isempty(same) == 0;

if ccSame > 1;

ccSame = ccSame-1;

else

break

end

same2 = find(CFv(same(:,1),cc-ccSame+1) == v(ccSame));

same = [same(same2,2), same(same2,2)];

end

else

end

newCF = 1;

if isempty(same)

else

for k = 1:length(same(:,1))

if s(cc:-1:1) < CFs{same(k,1)}(1,:)

if s(cc:-1:1) >= CFs{same(k,1)}(2,:)

newCF = 0;

break

else

end

else
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end

end

end

if newCF == 1

CFv(cf,1:cc) = v(cc:-1:1);

CFv(cf+1,1:cc) = v(cc:-1:1);

CFs{cf} = zeros(3,cc);

CFs{cf+1} = zeros(3,cc);

for j = 1:cc

lower = min(a(j),b(j));

higher = max(a(j),b(j));

if s(j) < lower

CFs{cf}(1,cc+1-j) = lower;

CFs{cf}(2,cc+1-j) = 0;

elseif s(j) > higher

CFs{cf}(1,cc+1-j) = 1;

CFs{cf}(2,cc+1-j) = higher;

else

CFs{cf}(1,cc+1-j) = higher;

CFs{cf}(2,cc+1-j) = lower;

end

CFs{cf}(3,cc+1-j) = s(j);

end

if CFs{cf}(1,cc) == 1

CFs{cf+1}(1,:) = [CFs{cf}(1,1:cc-1),CFs{cf}(2,cc)];

CFs{cf+1}(2,:) = [CFs{cf}(2,1:cc-1),0];

CFs{cf+1}(3,:) = [s(1:cc-1),2];

else

CFs{cf+1}(1,:) = [CFs{cf}(1,1:cc-1),1];

CFs{cf+1}(2,:) = [CFs{cf}(2,1:cc-1),CFs{cf}(1,cc)];

CFs{cf+1}(3,:) = [s(1:cc-1),2];

end

cfp = prod(CFs{cf}(1,:)-CFs{cf}(2,:))*(1/(N^2))^cc;

cfp2 = prod(CFs{cf+1}(1,:)-CFs{cf+1}(2,:))*(1/(N^2))^cc;

CFo(cf,1:2) = [cc, cfp];

CFo(cf+1,1:2) = [cc, cfp2];

CFvalue(cf,1:N^2) = maxi;

maxi(v(cc)) = maxi(v(cc))*(-1);

CFvalue(cf+1,1:N^2) = maxi;

cf = cf+2;

pp = pp + cfp + cfp2;

else

end
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else

end

count = count+1;

end
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